[Offers a reading of "Crossing Brooklyn Ferry" as "a poem in the Romantic tradition," as a "reflection on urban life in America," as "a poem about poetry itself," and as "a poem about presence," about "the complex relationship between 'I' and 'You. [Examines Whitman's Civil War poems, dividing them into "Recruiting Poems," written in 1861 "to inspire young men, like his brother George, who were preparing for battle, and mobilize those men who were considering service"; "Journalistic Poems," "startlingly ahistorical" poems that were nonetheless sometimes "drawn directly from actual New York Times newspaper dispatches" and arranged in Drum-Taps according to "a personal, intuitive structure over a chronological narrative"; "Soldier Poems," including "The Artilleryman's Vision," which Whitman turned from "a straightforward description of the chaos of battle" into a "night-haunted memory"; "Hospital Poems," where Whitman gains "the intimate understanding of the common soldier that he so craved," building upon his volunteer work in the hospitals and focusing "our attention unflinchingly on the impact of the war"; and "Memories of President Lincoln," where "the reader is asked to permanently pair, as the poet does, the fallen soldiers . , argues that Whitman looked to daguerreotypes in order "to make sense of . . . the dialectics of commodification, self-making, and democracy," believing that "the crisis of democratic representation launched by the rise of modernity might be solved by seeing the world-and writing poetry-through the lens of a camera"; offers "a detailed rhetorical analysis of some of Whitman's 'catalogue poems' . . . as humbly ironic examples of the paradoxes of democratic representation"; discusses "Whitman's position within the midcentury culture of New York's daguerreotype galleries, artists, and patrons"; analyzes "Whitman's efforts to answer Emerson's questions regarding the relationships among the self, society, capitalism, and democracy by exploring both new poetic forms and visual means of self-making"; and concludes that "Leaves of Grass and the rise of the daguerreotype serve as opportunities for speculating on both the paradoxes of representation and the dialectics of commodification, self-making, and democracy in antebellum [Argues that Whitman should be read "as a would-be religious founder" whose work is part of his conception of a "bold religious project"; discusses "various European intellectual developments" (including "deism, the higher biblical scholarship, and the recuperation of myth," as well as German philosophy) that "defined the highest form of poetry as religious prophecy"; and provides "an introduction to Whitman's mysticism" (including his "religious cosmology," involving "sacrality," "order," "process," and "benevolence") and "a brief analysis of his understanding of history and call for a religious democracy [Examines Whitman's social class, arguing that his "liminal, lower-middle-class location allowed him a critical vantage point on his society" because his "hopes of participation in a democratic culture were staked on his gaining access to the free market and involved an ambivalent embrace of the market's potentials for self-making"; goes on to track how "Whitman's poetry dramatizes the economic as a system both social and corporeal, a general economy of expenditure and return that embraces both the body and the social world," leading to his construction of "an eroticized class identity" and resulting in "a seriocomic style to lampoon the literary-mercantile elite, commitment to egalitarian norms": this commitment includes a demand for "democratic reading," where "the reader is thrown back on her or his own devices" and "indeterminacy" becomes a "special virtue" for achieving the "epistemological equality" for which the poet strives; a demand for "democratic compassion," an effortless sympathy that "becomes more expansive even as it becomes less intense"; and a rejection of "democratic constraints," the moderating powers of religion, family, and political engagement that Tocqueville found to be democracy's "saving constraints," but which Whitman "shies away from [Examines how these three clusters of poems are "textually and conceptually related" and how they "represent the poet in his most intimate, most exposed, and most controversial postures"; offers a detailed reading of the "Live Oak, with Moss" manuscript sequence and compares it to the published 1860 "Calamus" sequence; and examines the implications of "Whitman's near-simultaneous conception of ideas for 'Calamus' and 'Children of Adam. 
